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Dear colleagues!
The XII International Congress “Rehabilitation and SPA-treatment” will be held on the 25-26 of
September 2014. It will be devoted to the actual issues of development and implementation of innovative
technologies in rehabilitation (address: Moscow City Hall, Novy Arbat street, bldg. 36)
Organizers: N.I. Pirogov Russian National Research Medical University, Russian public organization
“All-Russian union rehabilitators”, Russian Association of Sport Medicine and rehabilitation of sick and
disabled people.
Supported by: The Ministry of Health of the Russian Federation, The Federal Medical-Biological
Agency and Commerce and Industry Chamber of the Russian Federation.
The main issues of the Congress:
-

The development of the Health care system, organizational and methodological basis for the
development and implementation of the innovative technologies in medical rehabilitation;
The use of cell-technologies and bio-technologies in medical rehabilitation;
The use of virtual reality in medical rehabilitation;
Legal regulations of medical care (medical rehabilitation);
Cardiorehabilitation actual issues;
The medical rehabilitation of people with diseases of liver and gastrointestinal tract;
Modern technologies of medical rehabilitation for gynecological and urological diseases;
Dermatology and cosmetology actual issues;
The multidisciplinary approach in the rehabilitation of cancer patients;
Actual problems of medical rehabilitation of children and adolescents;
Staff training for the improvement of the Health delivery system for medical rehabilitation;
The presentation of new medical technologies of medical rehabilitation.

The Congress will bring together the leading experts in the field of medical rehabilitation, cardiology,
pediatrics, urology, oncology, gynecology, dermatology, cosmetology, resort medicine, physiotherapy,
therapy and massage, sport medicine. The program will include presentations of representatives from
major research institutions, medical rehabilitation centers, sanatoriums from various regions of Russia
and foreign countries.
Exhibition exposure will work within the Congress. It will represent modern medicines, physiotherapy
devices and SPA equipment, SPA technologies, rehabilitation equipment, aids for rehabilitation and care,
medical ad healthy food, modern rehabilitation centers and health resorts.
Taking into account the high level of social, scientific and practical significance of the event, we invite
you to take part in the scientific program as well as in the exhibition exposure of The XII International
Congress “Rehabilitation and SPA-treatment”
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